: Scheme of relationship between mice lines used in the study. Selection regime for body weight at 49 days was conducted in s and h lines for reduction, in s' and h' lines for increase, and a control line was maintained with random mating along generations, but avoiding full-sib matings. In downwards s and upwards s' lines inbreeding was performed by limiting population size and in downwards h and upwards h' full-sib mating was performed only during first generations. Figure S2 : Number of weighted animals per generation by line and sex. Grey circles highlight the generations used in this study. Figure S3 : Average weight at 49 days per generation by line and sex, for the full experiment. Grey circles highlight the generations used in this study. We can see that after around the first 15 generations, besides some fluctuations, all selected lines consistently responded to directional selection, being the upward selected line heavier than control t line and downward selected lines lighter than the control t line. After the 56th generation, the mean weight of control t line was similar to that of the previous generations. Figure S10 : (A) Scaled direction evolvability, the ratio of evolvability in the direction of δz and the mean evolvability for each line; (B) Scaled direction conditional evolvability, the ratio of conditional evolvability in the direction of δz and the mean conditional evolvability for each line; (C) the vector correlation between δz and first eigenvector for each line. Curves represent posterior distributions obtained using the sample of G-matrices from the BSFG model.
